TRANSFORMATIVE ACTION:
THE POTENTIAL FOR EUROPE

+100 speakers
Workshops in the Basque Country
Mayors Session
Basque cultural experience

www.basquecountry2016.eu
#basque2016

@sustain_cities
facebook.com/european.sustainable.cities
Join the 8th European Conference on Sustainable Cities & Towns – Transformative Action: the potential for Europe (27-29 April 2016, Basque Country)

This flagship European conference on local sustainable development will bring together local and regional government representatives, European and international institutions, multilateral organisations, members of the research community, business leaders, and civil society.

#Basque2016 will allow participants to capitalise on the growing momentum for actions that transform cities into truly sustainable areas. The programme will reflect the latest in the field of sustainable development, including the newly-adopted Sustainable Development Goals, the results of COP 21 in Paris and the emerging Urban Agenda for Europe. Participants will have the opportunity to discuss new strategies for cooperation and financing, the role of social innovation, and other ways to bring transformative actions forward.

For more information and to register: www.basquecountry2016.eu

Is your city or community a sustainability champion? Take a photo and tweet to @sustain_cities using #Basque2016 for a chance to win a free conference pass! Increase your chances by submitting as many photos as you want!

For more details: www.basquecountry2016.eu

Contact us!
ICLEI European Secretariat
Leopolding 3, 79098 Freiburg, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 761 – 368 92 0
E-mail: basque2016@iclei.org

Win a free conference pass!